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How to make a full time income accepting high paying freelance opportunities! The top freelance

resources for finding the most lucrative projects! Easy ways of maximizing your freelance income while

increasing the value of every client! Powerful strategies for standing out in the marketplace and building

your business! Fast-track methods of making money with "open-ended" freelance projects! The Internet

has opened up opportunities for writers giving them increased access and exposure to clients and

projects. The idea of being able to work from home, writing reports, ebooks, guides, tutorials and sales

pages is appealing to many, especially when writing was a primary hobby, or something that they have

done for many years before the Internet existed. You can work as much or as little as you like depending

on financial and lifestyle goals. There are few costs in setting up a freelance writing business and it is

easy to do requiring few resources, other than a internet enabled computer or laptop. However, writers

need to work exceptionally hard, producing new content regularly, sometimes spending hours on end

completing projects just to make a decent living. As with lots of things the more you put in the more you

will get out. Join as many freelance sites as possible to give yourself access to the larges number of

potential clients. The first step upon registering is to create a profile. Creating a profile is how you

advertise yourself on freelance sites. Include your skills and qualifications and past experience as a

writer. If allowed include a link to your website. Include a picture its a fact that freelancers who upload a

picture onto their profile get more projects than those without. Your profile can also contain past projects

you have completed through the site as well as ratings from past clients so it is important to do your best

to keep clients happy as a bad rating can damage your chances of winning bids on that site. You have no

control over this section usually and so potential clients can see the good as well as the bad ratings and

comments. Read more in the report.
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